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Even-Temp™ Muffles 

# Manufacturer Model Picture Description 
Price 

(U.S) 

1)  CMP 

CMP KC2000, 

115V 

 

 

The new Even-Temp™ quartz 

muffle for the CMP KC2000 

provides even temperature 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

long life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

550 

2)  Ceramco 

 

Centurion 100, 

115V 

 

 

 

The Even-Temp™ quartz sleeve 

muffle is designed for the 

Dentsply Ceramco Centurion 100 

furnace.  It provides even 

temperature distribution, rapid 

cooling and long life. 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year and can be 

purchased at a substantial savings 

when compared to the OEM. 

460 

3)  Ceramco QEX, 115V 

 

The Even-Temp™ quartz sleeve 

muffle is designed for the 

Dentsply Ceramco 

Centurion QEX furnace.  It 

provides even temperature 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

long life.  All Even-Temp™ 

muffles are warranted for one 

year and can be purchased at a 

substantial savings when 

compared to OEM. 

360 

4)  Ceramco 
Q50, 115V 

 

 

The Even-Temp™ quartz sleeve 

muffle is designed for the 

Dentsply Ceramco Centurion Q50 

furnace.  It provides even 

temperature distribution, rapid 

cooling and long life.  All Even-

Temp™ muffles are warranted for 

one year and can be purchased at 

a substantial savings when 

compared to OEM. 

360 
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5)  Ceramco 
Phoenix, 115V 

 

 

The Even-Temp™ muffle for the 

Ceramco Phoenix furnace is a 

non-quartz muffle that provides 

even heat distribution, rapid 

cooling and longer life. 

Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year and can be 

purchased at a substantial savings 

when compared to OEM. 

420 

6)  Ceramco Cerampress Qex, 

 

The Even 

-TempTM quartz sleeve 

muffle is designed for the 

Dentsply Ceramco 

Cerampress QEX furnace. It 

provides even temperature 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

long life. All Even 

-TempTM 

muffles are warranted for one 

year and can be purchased at a 

substantial savings when 

compared to OEM. 

530 

7)  Degussa 

 

KC2000, 115V 

 

 

The new Even-Temp™ quartz 

muffle for Degussa KC2000 

provides even temperature 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

long life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

550 

8)  Dentsply 

 

MC 99, Multimat 

99 - 115V 

 

The Even-Temp™ muffle for 

Dentsply MC99 furnace is a non-

quartz muffle that provides even 

heat distribution, rapid cooling 

and long life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

420 

9)  Jelenko Commodore, 115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year 

450 

10)  Jelenko 
Commodore 100, 

115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

460 
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11)  Jelenko 
Commodore II, 

115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

460 

12)  Jelenko 
Commodore LS, 

115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

450 

13)  Jelenko Admiral, 115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

450 

14)  Jelenko 
Flagship, and 

Flagship II, 115V 

 

This muffle is a non-quartz 

muffle that provides even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and 

longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

450 

15)  Jelenko LTI, LTII, 115V 

 

The Even-Temp™ muffle for the 

Jelenko LTI and LTII furnaces is 

a non- quartz muffle that provides 

even heat distribution, rapid 

cooling and longer life. 

The muffles are warranted for one 

year. 

460 

16)  Jelrus 
Alpha, Alpha PC, 

115V - 23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

17)  Jelrus 
Alpha, Alpha PC 

220/230V - 23703 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 
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18)  Jelrus 
Ceramat S, I, II, III 

115V - 23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

515 

19)  Jelrus 
Ceramat S, I, II, III 

220/230V - 23703 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

20)  Jelrus 
Glazamat, 115V - 

23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

21)  Jelrus 
Megastar, Megastar 

Plus, 115V - 23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

22)  Jelrus 

Megastar, Megastar 

Plus, 220/230V - 

23703 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

23)  Jelrus 

VIP Vision 300, 

VIP Executive 500, 

115V - 23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

 

 

515 
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24)  Jelrus 

VIP Vision 300, 

VIP Executive 500, 

220/230V - 23703 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year 

515 

25)  Jelrus 
Vista, Wizard 

115V - 23702 

 

Jelrus muffles are non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

515 

26)  Jelrus 
Vista, Wizard 

220/230V - 23703 

 

Jelrus muffles non-quartz, and 

provide even heat distribution, 

rapid cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™  muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

515 

27)  Jelrus 
A4158SL VIP 

Universal, 115V 

 

The JelrusVIP Universal muffle 

has a quartz sleeve that provides 

exceptionally even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and a 

longer life. 

 

All Jelrus muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

665 

28)  Jelrus 

A4159SL VIP 

Universal, 

220/230V 

 

The JelrusVIP Universal muffle 

has a quartz sleeve that provides 

exceptionally even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and a 

longer life. 

 

All Jelrus muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

665 

29)  Jelrus 

A4158 VIP 

Universal X-Press, 

115V 

 

The Jelrus VIP Universal X-Press 

muffle has a quartz spiral with 

element that provides 

exceptionally even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and a 

longer life. 

 

All Jelrus  muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

720 
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30)  Jelrus 

A4159 VIP 

Universal, 

220/230V 

 

The Jelrus VIP Universal muffle 

has a quartz spiral with element 

that provides exceptionally even 

heat distribution, rapid cooling 

and a longer life. 

All Jelrus  muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

720 

31)  Jelrus 

A4012 VIP 

Universal X-Press, 

115V 

 

The Jelrus VIP Universal X-Press 

muffle has a quartz spiral with 

element that provides 

exceptionally even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and a 

longer life. 

 

All Jelrus  muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

720 

32)  Jelrus 

A4013 VIP 

Universal X-Press, 

220/230V 

 

 

The Jelrus VIP Universal X-Press 

muffle has a quartz spiral with 

element that provides 

exceptionally even heat 

distribution, rapid cooling and a 

longer life. 

All Jelrus  muffles are warranted 

for one full year. 

720 

33)       

34)  Ney 
System 8, Sunfire, 

Starfire, 115V 

 

The new Even-Temp™ quartz 

muffles for the Ney System 8, 

Sunfire, and Starfire provide even 

temperature distribution, rapid 

cooling and longer life. 

 

All Even-Temp™ muffles are 

warranted for one year. 

 

550 

35)  Unitek Ultramat I, II 

 

The Even-Temp™ muffle for 

Ultramar I and II furnaces is a 

non-quartz muffle that provides 

even heat distribution, rapid 

cooling and longer life.  All Even-

Temp™ muffles are warranted for 

one year and can be purchased at 

a substantial savings when 

compared to OEM. 

420 

 


